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Conference Recorder  
Voice logger specially designed for conference application  

 

Matelcom is proud to announce the latest development in our voice logger product line – the 
Conference Recorder - Conference Logger. The Conference Recorder is a network based voice 
logger equipped with a sensitive built-in microphone, allowing you to record meetings, briefings, 
lectures, interviews, and other important events.  

Conference Recorder connects to a host computer (such as a laptop) via LAN and stores recorded 
voice files on the host computer’s hard drive, marking it easy to archive and retrieve voice files. It 
is also possible to monitor the recording in real time remotely over LAN.  

 Switchable between conference and telephone 
recording  

 Cyclic hard drive usage for non stop recording  
 Real time monitoring over LAN  
 Windows Wav file compatible  
 Recordings saved with date, time, length and notes  
 Sectional playback capable  
 Password protection  
 Fast search and fast play functions  
 Send voice files by email  
 Voice (VOX) activation  
 Network capability  

 

Comparisons:  

 Conference Recorder  Other Recorders  

High sensitivity with extended range  Low power with limited range  

Sound Collecting  
Omni-directional table top usage  Hand held usage  

Applications  Conferences, meetings, conference calls…  Limited to short distance recording 

Storage Capacity  
Limited only by the host computer’s hard 
drive space - 80GB can store about 5600 
hours  

Small flash memory with less than 
60 hours of recordings  

Archiving  
Recordings automatically stored on the PC 
with index file  

Recordings must be copied to the 
PC manually  

Non-stop 
Recording  

Yes  Limited by battery life and 
memory  

Search Key  Search by date, time, length, and notes  N/A  

Network 
Capability  

Accessible by LAN/WAN with real time 
monitoring capability  N/A  

Installation  Can be placed on table or mounted on the 
wall  

Can not be mounted on the wall  
 

 


